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Abstract— Input validation refers to checking user
inputs to a program to ensure that they conform to
expectations of the program. Input validation is used to
check the format of numbers and strings, check the length
of strings, and to ensure that strings do not contain invalid
characters. Input validation testing (IVT) is particularly
important for software that has a heavy reliance on user
inputs, including Web applications. A common technique
in Web applications is to perform input validation on the
client by using HTML attributes and scripting languages
such as JavaScript. An insidious problem with performing
input validation on the client is that end users have
the ability to bypass this validation. Bypass testingis a
unique and novel way to create test cases that is available
only because of the unusual mix of client-server, HTML
GUI, and JavaScript technologies that are used in Web
applications. This workshop paper presents the issues and
concerns that allow bypass testing, the preliminary concepts
behind the technique, and some early results on applying
it. How effective and useful bypass testing can be in testing
Web applications will be determined through ongoing
research and automation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The World Wide Web gives software developers a
new way to deploy sophisticated, interactive programs
with complex GUIs and large numbers of back-end
software components that are integrated in novel and
interesting ways. Analyzing, evaluating, maintaining and
testing these applications present many new challenges
for software developers and researchers. Most Web ap-
plications are run by users through a Web browser and
use HTML to create graphical user interfaces. Users
enter data and make choices by entering data through
HTML forms and pressing a submit button. Browsers
send the data and choices to the software on the server
using HTTPrequests. An important point to note is that
HTTP is a “stateless” protocol, that is, each request is
independent of previous requests and, by default, the
server software does not know whether multiple requests
come from the same or different users.

The type of HTTP request determines how the
user’s data is packaged when sent to the server. Although

HTTP defines a number of request types, this paper
only considers GET and POST requests. GET requests
package the data as parameters on the URL that are
visible in the URL window of most browsers (for exam-
ple, http://www.compsac.com?name=george ).
POST requests package the data in the actual data
packets that are sent to the user.

A common activity of Web applications is tovali-
date the users’ data. This is necessary to ensure that the
software receives data that will not cause the software to
do bad things such as crash, corrupt the program state,
corrupt the data store on the server, or allow access
to unauthorized users. This type of input validation is
crucial for Web applications, which are heavily user
interactive, often serve a very large user base, have
very high quality requirements, and are always publicly
accessible [9]. Because of the fundamental client-server
nature of Web applications, input validation can be and
is done on both the client and the server.

For traditional client-server software, the client only
has binary versions of the software and the program has
full control of the execution. Only the client programs
can submit the input data and users do not know how
or where the data is sent. Once input data are validated
by the client software, they cannot easily be changed by
the users. On the contrary, users of Web applications can
easily bypass client programs and send any data to the
servers. This presents a challenge to assure the security
and reliability of web applications. At the same time,
this provides a convenient mechanism to automate the
testing of Web applications.

Bypass testing is a testing technique for Web appli-
cations that skips client-side validation mechanism and
automatically generates input data to verify the relia-
bility, security, performance and other quality aspects of
Web applications. Bypass testing has several advantages;
it can be easily automated, it does not require access
to the source code of the Web application, and it can
reveal faults that can be easily overlooked by many other



techniques.

II. CLIENT-SIDE VALIDATION VS . SERVER-SIDE

VALIDATION

HTML pages (whether statichtml files or dynam-
ically created) can include scripting programs such as
JavaScript that can respond to user events and check
various syntactic attributes of the inputs before sending
the data to the server. User events that JavaScript can
respond to are defined by the HTML document object
model (DOM) and include mouseover events, form field
focus events, form field changes, and button presses,
among others. Client-side checking is used to check that
required fields are filled in, inputs conform to certain
restrictions on characteristics such as length, characters
used, and satisfaction of syntactic patterns such as email
addresses.

Client-side input validation can be done by using
the HTML input elements to restrict the size or contents
of inputs (syntactic restrictions only), and by writing
programs in languages such as JavaScript to evaluate the
values before submission (syntactic and semantic restric-
tions). Specific syntactic restrictions include restricting
the length of text boxes and using select, check or radio
boxes to restrict the inputs. Specific semantic restrictions
include the input must match a specific data type, the
input must match a format for specific kinds of data
such as phone numbers or email addresses, avoiding the
submission of potentially damaging database commands
through SQL injection, and enforcing relationships be-
tween different input elements. Submission restrictions
include setting the type of HTTP request (GET or
POST) and limiting the URLs where the submissions
go. Ongoing research is refining this list of validation
types with the intent to have a complete set of rules to
apply.

Client-side checking can be done as soon as a user
event is triggered or after the user clicks on a submit
button but before the data is submitted. Doing input
validation on the client avoids the need for a trip to the
server and allows the checking to be defined with the
actual form.

Server side checking is done by programs on the
server such as CGI/Perl, Java servlets, Java Server Pages,
and Active Server Pages. Server side checking can
perform all of the checks that client-side checking can,
but not until after the user presses the submit button.
Server side checking cannot respond to user events, but
does have access to the state of the file system and
database on the server. When a high level language such
as Java is used on the server, server side checking also

provides more robust and flexible ways to check inputs
and respond to invalid user inputs than does a scripting
untyped language such as JavaScript.

III. B YPASSING CLIENT-SIDE INPUT VALIDATION

Client-side programs expect users to type their
values and make their choices by using the keyboard and
mouse. However, users can easily bypass the HTML to
send values directly to the server software. With GET
requests, the users can simply type the parameters into
the URL box in their browsers. With POST requests, a
simple program can be written on the client that creates
and submits the request. There are two valid reasons to
bypass HTML forms. One is for convenience; if a Web
application is used a lot it might be more convenient
to enter the values through another mechanism than
through the relatively slow HTML FORM interface. A
second reason is for automation; when running multiple
tests on a Web application, the test execution can be
automated by bypassing the forms. As Marick pointed
out, automation of GUI testing is helpful but sometimes
too expensive to be useful [6]. Bypassing avoids much
of that expense.

The ability to bypass form entry allows another
strategy to be used. If the Web application uses client-
side input validation, then the users can bypass the val-
idation to violate security. This technique is sometimes
used by hackers to try to break into computers or access
data by techniques such as injecting SQL statements into
databases. Our suggestion in this research is to utilize the
ability to bypass client-side checking, thereby supplying
invalid inputs to the software to test for robustness and
security.

An additional ability that is available when by-
passing HTML forms is to override hidden form fields.
HTML allows data to be placed into a page with the tag
“<INPUT Type="Hidden" ...> ”. These fields are
not shown to the users in the browsers, but data in the
fields are submitted to the server. Bypassing forms allow
the additional ability to change or remove the contents
of hidden form fields.

IV. B YPASSTESTING FORWEB APPLICATIONS

To apply bypass testing, the HTML form elements
are analyzed and each input element is modeled as a
parameter. Values are chosen to violate each of the
restrictions that the HTML and JavaScript impose. At
present the values are chosen according to simple rules,
but we expect to describe the restrictions via regular
expressions, then use mutation-style modifications to the
expressions to generate invalid inputs.
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TABLE I

STRINGS FOR SECURITY BYPASS TESTING.

Potential Illegal Character Symbol
Empty String
Commas ,
Single and double quotes ’ or ”
Tag symbols < and>
Directory paths .. ../
Strings starting with forward slash /
Strings starting with a period .
Ampersands &
Control character NIL, newline
Characters with high bit set 254 and 255
Script symbols <javascript> or <vbscript>

For the security concerns, we have defined specific
rules to violate security constraints. Certain kinds of
strings are submitted to try to violate the security. An
initial rule set has been adapted from Wheeler [11] and
is given in Table I.

Several other rules are applied. For instance, num-
bers are created to violate the minimum and maximum
of the allowed values; numbers with invalid format;
special invalid texts. For instance, correctly email ad-
dresses require a correctly formed user name and domain
name. Invalid email addresses such as those without user
names, or with invalid domain names are generated.
Also, invalid input parameter names, invalid links and
program names are generated.

V. PRELIMINARY EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The preliminary ideas on bypass testing have been
applied to a small Web application (STIS) that helps
users keep track of arbitrary textual information. STIS
uses a database and contains 5 Java bean classes and
17 Java Server Pages, 8 of which process HTML forms.
STIS had already been extensively tested by the develop-
ers. We generated 158 tests using the bypass technique
for STIS. When Web applications receive invalid inputs,
there are three types of server responses. (1) The invalid
inputs are recognized by the server and adequately
processed by the server. (2) the invalid inputsare not
recognized and cause abnormal server behavior, but
the abnormal behavior is recognized and automatically
processed by server error handling mechanism. (3) The
invalid inputs are not recognized and the abnormal
server behavior isexposeddirectly to the users. The
abnormal behavior includes run time exceptions, and
the revealing of confidential information to unauthorized
clients, among others. Type 1 represents proper server
behavior, while type 2 and 3 represent inadequate server
behavior, and are considered to be failures by our testing.
Of the 158 test cases, all of which represented invalid

inputs, 92 test cases were properly processed by STIS,
and 66 resulted in failures in the software. These results
both demonstrate the inadequacy of other testing strate-
gies to find these kinds of failures and the importance
of bypass testing.

VI. RELATED WORK

This research is closely related to input validation
testing [4], which involves statically analyzing the input
command syntax as defined in interface and requirement
specifications and generating input data from the speci-
fication.

HTML forms can also be considered a graphic
user interface to access dynamic Web pages and can be
augmented by results from GUI testing [8], [7].

A new theoretical model of new coupling and the
dynamic flow of Web applications has been proposed
in our previous research [12]. A Web application is
modeled in intra-component and inter-component levels,
and a series of new coverage criteria are proposed.

Other Web application modeling techniques include
the Web Modeling Language (WebML) [2], [3], allows
Web sites to be conceptually described from the user’s
view. Kung et al., have developed a model to represent
Web sites as graphs, and provide preliminary definitions
for developing tests based on the graphs in terms of
Web page traversals [5]. Their model includes static link
transitions and focuses on the client side with limited
use of the server software. Ricca and Tonella proposed
an analysis model and corresponding test strategies for
Web page analysis [10]. Testing of dynamic aspects
of Web application is limited to testing the access of
dynamic Web pages under user’s interaction. Andrews
et al. use hierarchical FSM to model potentially large
Web applications. Test sequences are generated based
on FSM and using input constraints to reduce the state
space explosion [1].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Bypass testing is a unique and novel way to create
test cases that is available only because of the un-
usual mix of client-server, HTML GUI, and JavaScript
technologies that are used in Web applications. This
workshop paper presents the issues and concerns that
allow bypass testing, the preliminary concepts behind the
technique, and some early results on applying it. How
effective and useful bypass testing can be in testing Web
applications will be determined with ongoing research
and automation.

One argument against bypass testing may be that it
is not fair to subject software to input that the software
is explicitly not expected to receive. However, this is
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a dangerously misleading assumption. When the inputs
are validated or checked on the client, the fact is that
real users can bypass those tests. This might be done
by accident if JavaScript is turned off, by uses of the
software that the original developers did not anticipate
such as direct submission of inputs, or by devious intent
on the part of hackers. For all these reasons, it is
important for Web application developers to understand
how their software will behave if the client-side checks
are not done.

The fact that the possibility of bypass testing exists
may, in fact, provide motivation to Web application
developers to check data on the server. This may already
be a trend in the industry. Five years ago, many books on
Web software advocated checking inputs with JavaScript
as a mechanism to reduce network traffic; modern books
and instructors usually advocate doing input validation
on the server. Nevertheless, major e-commerce and e-
service sites still use client-side checking and hidden
form fields. We found client-side checking onama-
zon.com and netflix.com , and the use of hidden
form fields to store sensitive information onfast-
lane.nsf.com .

A major advantage of bypass testing is that it does
not require access to the source of the back-end software.
This greatly simplifies the generation of tests and auto-
mated tools to support bypass testing. Our current plan
is to build tools that parse HTML, discover and analyze
the form field elements, parse the client-side checking
encoded in the JavaScript, and automatically generate
bypass tests to evaluate the server-side software. One
open question is whether to limit the tests to the input
validation that is already done on the client or expand
the tests to check input validation that may be done on
the server. An interesting complexity is that the use of
dynamic Web pages means that the same URL can pro-
duce different forms at different times, depending on the
parameters supplied, state on the server, characteristics
of the client, and other environmental information. Our
atomic section analysis [12] can help with this problem
but it relies on access to the Web application source.
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